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About This Game

In the game, you must make combinations on the playing field of three or more identical fruits. At the beginning of the game,
the entire field is filled with different fruits in a random order, and the player connects them together. If as a result of this
movement, a row of vertical, horizontal, diagonal of three or more, identical fruits are formed, then they are, and new ones

appear instead.
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Features:
- Puzzle with simple rules

- Pleasant animations
- 100 levels
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Title: Juice Fresh
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Candy Smith
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2017
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i only bought this because i had a 90% off voucher.. Juice Fresh is your typical Bejeweled \/ Candy Crush \/ Farm Heroes game
with a fruity theme. The levels start relatively easy and get more difficult as you progress. It's one of those games that's good to
play when you need a break from your usual games or don't really have the energy to play any difficult games.

There are different kind of levels: levels you need to get a certain score, clear specific types or clear specfic tiles. Sometimes
there's also a time limit (instead of a x amount of moves limit).

I got this game with a 90% discount coupon. It's like paying 10 cents for unlimited lifes forever in one of the games I mentioned
above! So if you like those kind of games, it's worth a quick grab with a good discount.. Just idling achievements. Juice Fresh
consists of a series of 100 puzzles, and is similar to several other games on Steam.
You can get a score for each puzzle of 1, 2, or 3 stars.

The puzzles start off very easy, although there are some further on down the track for which it can be quite hard to get a rating
of 3 stars.
There were even some puzzles which left me scratching my head as to what exactly the puzzle was asking me to do, or how to
do it.
I finished 92\/100 in 5 hours (I'm sure that other people could do better; if so, good on them); however, there were 2 or 3 of the
puzzles which I didn't get 3 stars (oh well), so kudos to those who get 3 stars for every one.

The Steam achievements for this product do not appear to be related to the game. The achievements just kept on popping up as I
played the game - and I got all 632 of them in just under 30 minutes.
So, just ignore the achievements and concentrate on playing the puzzles.

Juice Fresh is a nice little puzzle game in which you can while away a few hours.
It's only 99 cents, so it's well worth it (I got it on special for 50 cents).
If you like doing puzzles, then you may as well give it a try.. Whan an absoloute scam, this game is unplayable, and i bought it
for 0,1\u20ac COULD HAVE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING BOUGHT SOMETHING OFF MCDONALDS!!
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I got this game for $0.10 so I fell like I'm less obliged too hate this, and even saying I hate this just fells wrong.

I think bordom is a better word. I've bought games that unlock a ton of achievements for just starting the game, but I wasn't
expecting this here. I suppose I should have researched a little better. I was looking forward to actually playing and earning
achievements. I'm sad, but oh well, easy achievements I guess.
I wish there was a "meh" option instead of having to go full thumbs down.. I have to say, this by far is the best game I have
played this year, dont mind the 6 minutes of gameplay, Because those were the best 6 minutes of my life, and only at the small
cost of 10c. I recommend this to anyone who is in to high level pro gaming (MLG). This is not for casuals, I hope you find this
helpful!. Finished the game. Several levels were purely luck not skill. And there were a few levels where I couldn't do anything
before I quit out and restarted the game. It... was ok but the bugs made it rage inducing... So i'm going to say. No.. Juice Fresh is
your typical Bejeweled \/ Candy Crush \/ Farm Heroes game with a fruity theme. The levels start relatively easy and get more
difficult as you progress.
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